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ON SOME PROPERTIES OF THE SOLUTION OF THE DIRICHLET PROBLEM FOR THE HELMHOLTZ EQUATION IN THE INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR OF A CIRCLE
1_. Consider the Helmholtz equation
(1) (A -c 2 )u(x,y) = 0, c> 0, and the domain K = {(x,y): x 2 + y 2^ R 2 J. Let us denote by^j^., 1^p<oo, the class of 27r-periodic functions f with a finite norm defined as follows J|f(x)| p dxj P , by C2jr the class of 2jr-periodic continuous functions f with the norm ||f|| = sup |f(x)| , and by X9 the olass l£ or C9_.
Let feX^and (aQ)n=0f 1 >2># _ , ( Vn=1,2,3,... d8ûote the Fourier coefficients of the function f.
Consider the following functions a I_(cr) ~ ~T TTcRT + L I (cr) I (cR) (a n 008 n i°+ b n sin = n=1 fl"(cr)
V I"( cr) cos ns ds, 0r < R,
•0 S -n™ ds, R< r< oo f where I" and K" are the modified Bessel functions and Mac-Don n _ _ nald functions, respectively (see LVJ)* In the papers
[6] it has been proved that the functions V(r,gs) and W(r,cp) are solutions of equation (1) 2_. In this section we are going to prove some auxiliary results. Write
We remark that I"(cr) / \n holds. Let
We remark that
K°(cR) s lr/ +/5(n,r), n« 0,1,2 Lemma 3. For every number n>3 and every real number re (R,°°) there exist a number §e(R,r) and a function such that and the mean-value theorem we obtain 
Further,
(n-1)! (n-3)f ^ e 2-2n(n_2)-2.
rfa-i)
The This ends the proof of Lemma 7* 2» Let fe X 2jr and w 2 (f,t) denote the second modulus of smoothness of the function f with respect to metric X 27r and, further, let « denote a function of the second modulus of smoothness type satisfying the Dini condition (see [15] p.115) 1-9
Let denote the set of all functions fe X 2jr for which 
1_=_2
-9) for t e (1-9» jr ) (1-9) 2
